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The subject
Dynamical system theory and complexity science are rich
sources for:
analysing artificial agents and robots
design principles and guidelines
Boolean network robotics
Boolean network robotics concerns the use of Boolean net-
works, and other models from complex systems science, as
robot programs.
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Boolean networks
Introduced by Stuart Kauffman in 1969 as a genetic
regulatory network model
Discrete-time / discrete-state dynamical system
Non trivial (complex) dynamics
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Structure
Oriented graph of N nodes
Node i :
- Boolean value xi
- Boolean function fi
Boolean function arguments are
variables associated to input nodes
of i
Node state (i.e., Boolean variable)
updated as a function of fi
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Dynamics
System state at time t : s(t) = (x1(t), . . . , xN(t))
Dynamics controls node update
Synchronous vs. asynchronous dynamics
Synchronous dynamics (and deterministic update rules):
One successor per state
Cardinality of state space 2N
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Dynamics
Transition function
t t + 1
x1 x2 x3 x1 x2 x3
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 1
1 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
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Dynamics
Trajectory in state space
Trajectory composed of two parts:
Transient
Attractor
Attractors:
Fixed points
Cycles
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Dynamics
Trajectory in state space
Basin of attraction of A:
set of states belonging to the trajectory
ending at attractor A
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Why are BNs interesting?
Minimal complex system
Several important phenomena in genetics can be
reproduced
Tight connections with the satisfiability problem
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Random Boolean networks
K inputs per node
Inputs chosen at random
Random Boolean functions: each entry of truth table has
probability p of being set to 1
RBN
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Extensions and variants
Asynchronous
Probabilistic
Multivalued logics
Continuous variables ruled by differential equations (e.g.,
Glass networks)
Multiple interacting BNs
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BNs in biology
Cellular dynamics models
Models of specific genetic regulatory networks
Cancer and stem cell models
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Motivation
Information processing↔ evolution in time of a dynamical
system
Genetic regulatory networks are very compact, yet they
produce complex behaviours
Cells able to balance robustness and adaptivity
→ GRN models could be engineered and used as
robot programs
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Objectives
Design BNs—and GRN models in general—such that they
can effectively control robots
Define proper mappings for coupling BNs with robots
Extend methods in (swarm) robotics
Study how complex behaviour emerges
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Design Boolean network robots
Main issues:
1 Definition of the mapping between sensors/actuators and
network’s inputs/outputs
2 Design the BN that serves as robot program
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BN-robot coupling
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sensors actuators
Boolean network
output nodes
encoding
input output
encoding
input nodes
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BN design
The approach
Transforming design into a constrained optimisation problem.
We aim at designing a BN such that:
its dynamics satisfies given requirements
the robot’s performance is maximised
→ Metaheuristic techniques
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BN design by metaheuristics
target
requirementsevaluator
simulation
objective function
Boolean
Network
value
metaheuristic
network model
(structure and
Boolean functions)
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The task
Perform phototaxis (i.e., seeking the
light and moving toward it)
Change into antiphototaxis behaviour
(i.e., moving away from the light) after a
sound signal is perceived
 0
 0.2
 0.4
 0.6
 0.8
 1
 0  0.2  0.4  0.6  0.8  1
t = 0
Light
Agent
Typical test task in evolutionary robotics.
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The robot
e-puck robot
(EPFL)
two wheels
light sensors
sound sensor
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BN-robot setup
Robot cycle:
1 Sensor readings encoded into input values
2 Network’s state is updated
3 Value of output nodes is read, encoded and used to
operate on the actuators
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BN-robot setup
BN with 20 nodes
Input and outputs:
x1 ↔ sound
x2, x3, x4, x5 ↔ light sensors (N,S,E,W)
x6, x7 ↔ right and left wheels (shifting window average)
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Training and testing
Training: simulation
Testing: simulation and real robot
Noise on sensors added in training
Incremental training:
1 first BN-robot trained to perform only phototaxis
2 then trained to accomplish the whole task
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Objective function
The objective function evaluates the robot’s error in
accomplishing the task:
E = α
(
1−
∑tc
i=1 si
tc
)
+
(
1− α
)(
1−
∑T
i=tc+1 si
T − tc
)
tc : instant with sound signal
si : reward (0/1)
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The metaheuristic algorithm
Adaptive walk (aka stochastic descent)
Move: one flip in one function’s truth table (randomly
chosen)
Initial BNs randomly generated with K=3. Random
topology; no self-connections.
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Experimental setting
Environment: square arena (1m x 1m) with a light source
in one corner
Evaluation: average over 30 different scenarios
- Robot placed in a random position close to the opposite
corner
- Robot initial rotation is random
- Sound emitted in a random instant
30 independent experiments
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BN-robot dynamics
Analysis of trajectories in the BN state space during the
design process
BNs make it possible to directly analyse system’s symbolic
dynamics
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BN-robots’ symbolic dynamics
Features of interest:
Number of different states ↔ generalisation
Number of fixed points ↔ emergence of micro-behaviours
Complexity of the trajectory ↔ computational capability
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Number of states visited
100 101 102 103 104 105
100
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Vertices
good
bad
worst
Iterations
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Number of fixed points
100 101 102 103 104 105
3
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6
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Fixed-points
good
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worst
Iterations
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Best BN-robots’ symbolic dynamics
Statistical complexity of BN states
Complexity = Entropy × Disequilibrium
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Complexity
100 101 102 103 104 105
0.40
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Vertex-complexity
good
bad
worst
Iterations
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Future work
Tackle more difficult (and dynamic) tasks
Exploit the complexity of GRN dynamics (e.g., cell
differentiation mechanisms, epigenetic control)
Use models such as Probabilistic BNs, multi-valued BNs
and Glass networks
Extension to swarm robotics
BN robotics website:
http://iridia.ulb.ac.be/bn-robotics/
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Random Boolean networks
Model
K inputs per node
Inputs chosen at random, no self-arcs
→ outgoing arcs Poissonian distributed
Random Boolean functions: each entry of truth table has
probability p = 0.5 of being set to 1
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Random Boolean networks
Properties
K = 1: ORDER
Frozen dynamics
Extremely robust: small perturbations die out quickly
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Random Boolean networks
Properties
K ≥ 3: (pseudo) CHAOS
Very long cycles (∼ 2N )
Sensitivity to initial conditions
Not robust: small perturbations spread quickly throughout
the system
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Random Boolean networks
Properties
K = 2: CRITICALITY
Short cycles (∼ low degree polynomial of N)
Robust: small perturbations die out (in the long term) or
keep small
Second order phase transition
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Critical parameters
From the theory:
Kc = [2pc(1− pc)]−1
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